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ABSTRACT 
Adaptive learning systems offer students a range of appropriate learning options 
based on the learners’ characteristics. It is, therefore, necessary for such systems to 
maintain  a  hyperspace  and  knowledge  space  that  consists  of  a  large  volume  of 
domain and pedagogical knowledge, learner information, and adaptation rules. As a 
consequence, for a solitary teacher, developing learning resources would be time 
consuming  and  requires  the  teacher  to  be  an  expert  of  many  topics.  In  this 
research, the problems of authoring adaptive learning resources are classified into 
issues concerning interoperability, efficiency, and collaboration.  
This  research  particularly  addresses  the  question  of  how  teachers  can 
collaborate  in  authoring  adaptive  learning  resources  and  be  aware  of  what  has 
happened in  the authoring  process.  In  order  to  experiment  with  collaboration,  it 
was  necessary  to  design  a  collaborative  authoring  environment  for  adaptive 
learning. This was achieved by extending an open sourced authoring tool of IMS 
Learning Design (IMS LD), ReCourse, to be a prototype of Collaborative ReCourse 
that includes the workspace awareness information features: Notes and History. It is 
designed  as  a  tool  for  asynchronous  collaboration  for  small  groups  of  learning 
designers. IMS LD supports interoperability and adaptation. 
Two  experiments  were  conducted.  The  first  experiment  was  a  workspace 
awareness  study  in  which  participants  took  part  in  an  artificial  collaborative 
scenario. They were divided into 2 groups; one group worked with ReCourse, the 
other  with  Collaborative  ReCourse.  The  results  provide  evidence  regarding  the 
advantages  of  Notes  and  History  for  enhancing  workspace  awareness  in 
collaborative authoring of learning designs.  
The second study tested the system more thoroughly as the participants had 
to work toward real goals over a much longer time frame. They were divided into 
four  groups;  two  groups  worked  with  ReCourse,  while  the  others  worked  with 
Collaborative ReCourse. The experiment result showed that authoring of learning 
designs  can  be  approached  with  a  Process  Structure  method  with  implicit 
coordination  and  without  role  assignment.  It  also  provides  evidence  that 
collaboration is possible for authoring IMS LD Level A for non-adapting and Level B 
for adapting materials. Notes and History assist in producing good quality output. 
This research has several contributions. From the literature study, it presents 
a  comparison  analysis  of  existing  authoring tools,  as  well as  learning  standards. 
Furthermore,  it  presents  a  collaborative authoring  approach  for  creating  learning 
designs  and  describes  the  granularity  level  on  which  collaborative  authoring  for 
learning designs can be carried out. Finally, experiments using this approach show 
the advantages  of  having  Notes  and  History  for  enhancing  workspace  awareness 
that and how they benefit the quality of learning designs. v 
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auxiliaryResources  
rollupRules  
objectives  
randomizationControls  
deliveryControls  
#wildcard
|  imsld:learning design | 
   title 
   learning-objectives 
   pre-requisites 
   components 
      roles 
         learner* 
         staff* 
      activities 
         learning-activity* 
            environment-ref* 
            activity-description 
         support-activity* 
            environment-ref* 
            activity-description 
         activity-structures* 
            environment-ref* 
      environments 
         environment* 
   method 30 
 
      play* 
         act* 
            role-parts* 
   metadata31 
 
 
 
 32 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 33 
 
<imsld:conditions> 
<imsld:title> 
<imsld:if> 
<imsld: [operator: and, or, …]> 
<imsld: [operator]> 
<imsld:property-ref ref=”…“/> 
<imsld:property-value>…</imsld:property-value> 
<imsld: [operator]> 
<imsld:property-ref ref=”…“/> 
<imsld:property-value>…</imsld:property-value> 
<imsld:then> 
<imsld: [run method: show, hide, …]> 
<imsld: play-ref ref=”…“/> 
<imsld:else> 
<imsld: [run method: show, hide, …]> 
<imsld: play-ref ref=”…“/>
<sequencing> 
<sequencingRules> 
<preConditionRule> 
<ruleConditions conditionCombination = "any"> 
<ruleCondition condition = "completed"/> 
<ruleCondition condition = "satisfied"/> 
<ruleAction action = "disabled"/> 34 
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 40 
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Unit of Learning  
(Overview, learning 
objectives, pre-requisites, 
completion rules)
Note49 
 
 
History History’s Note
 
 
Play
Learning 
activity
Act-2
Act-1
Support 
activity
Activity 
group
An object’s 
Note
Consists of Links to
 50 
 
Resource-1 Object’s Note-1
Resource-2 Object’s Note-2
 
 
Condition-1
Conditions
Condition-2
An object’s 
Note
Condition-3
Consists of Links to
 51 
 
First Author Collaborative ReCourse Other Authors
Define course name
Define learning objectives
Define pre-requisites
Define overview
Creating the Module structure
Notes
Update learning objectives
Update pre-requisites
Update overview
Leave some notes
History
Unit of 
Learning
Observe
Update structure
Update Phases
Update structure
Update Activities
Update Resources
Update Properties
Planning
Authoring Level A
Authoring Level B
Update Activities
Leave some notes
Leave some notes
History Notes
Unit of 
Learning
Update completion rules
Update User-defined rules
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LDAuthor
JDOM
eclipse.epf.richtext
IMSLDModel
OpenDock
Fedora
Publisher
QTIEditor
Visualiser
WidgetAdvert54 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 55 
 
 
WorkbenchWindowAdvisor
<<interface>>
ActionBarAdvisor
open()
new()
saveAll()
quit()
about()
OpenLDWizard
<<interface>>
LDMultiPageEditor
<<interface>>
LDModel
id
title
URI
version
level
open()
rename()
save()
Learning 
Objectives
PreRequisites
InfoModel
overview
dateCreated
Phase
Environment
Role
Property
Resource
MethodPage
<<interface>>
EnvironmentPage
<<interface>>
PropertyView
<<interface>>
OverviewPage
<<interface>>
ResourcePage
<<interface>>
open/create create
create
View
<<interface>>
Condition
ConditionView
<<interface>>
Module
Activity
RolePart
LearningActivity SupportActivity ActivityGroup
PlayWizard
<<interface>>
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 1
1
1
1..*
1..* 1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1
1..* 1
1
1..*
1..*
1
1
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External pages of 
learning content Authoring IMS LD 
level A / B / C
Visualisation Commenting
Recording 
provenance 
information
Syntactical 
correctness 
checking
Collaborative ReCourse Engine
External application: 
CopperCore
Learning Design 
Models
Resources Environments
Authors
Units of learning
Note History
Objects’ Notes History’s Note
Data and Model Storage
Author 2
Author 1
Author 3
CLIENTS
DATA STORAGE 
LAYER
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 63 
 
publicclass Note { 
private String fUserName; 
public String fComment; 
public String fDate; 
DateFormatformatter = newSimpleDateFormat("dd/MM/yyhh:mm a");  
 
publicvoidfromJDOM(Element element) { 
   // load a note  
fComment =  element.getText(); 
fUserName= element.getAttributeValue(LDModelFactory. 
NOTE_userName); 
fDate = element.getAttributeValue(LDModelFactory.NOTE_date); 
   } 
 
public Element toJDOM() { 
// save a note  
Element authorComment = new Element(getTagName());   
if(StringUtils.isSet(getUserName())) { 
authorComment.setAttribute(LDModelFactory.NOTE_userName,     
getUserName()); 
} 
if (StringUtils.isSet(fDate)) {  
authorComment.setAttribute(LDModelFactory.NOTE_date, fDate); } 
if (StringUtils.isSet(fComment)) { 
authorComment.addContent(fComment); }        
returnauthorComment; 
   } 
}
publicclass Notes {    
privateILDModelfLDModel; 
private List<Note>fNotes = newArrayList<Note>(); 
private String fCourseName, fURI; 
privateBooleanfDoNotify = true; 
 
public Notes(Notes notes) { 
setLDModel(notes.getLDModel()); 
setCourseName(notes.getCourseName()); 
setURI(notes.getURI()); } 
 
publicvoidfromJDOM(Element element) { 
// build Note (a list of notes)     
fCourseName = element.getAttributeValue(LDModelFactory.  
NOTES_courseName); 
fURI = element.getAttributeValue(LDModelFactory.NOTES_URI); 
for(Object o : element.getChildren(LDModelFactory.NOTE_TAG))    
{ Element child = (Element)o; 
Note note = new Note(); 
note.fromJDOM(child); 
fNotes.add(note);}   } 64 
 
 
   public Element toJDOM() {      
// save Note (a list of notes)  
Element comments = new Element(getTagName());  
if (StringUtils.isSet(fCourseName)) { 
comments.setAttribute(LDModelFactory.NOTES_courseName,fCourseName);}   
if(StringUtils.isSet(fURI)) { 
comments.setAttribute(LDModelFactory.NOTES_URI, fURI);} 
if (fNotes!=null) { 
for(INoteModel note : fNotes) { 
              Element comment= note.toJDOM(); 
              if (comment != null) {comments.addContent(comment);}}        
} 
return comments; 
} 
}
 65 
 
 
publicclassNotesForObjects { 
privatePropertyChangeSupportfChangelisteners; 
privateILDModelfLDModel; 
private List<Note>fNotes; 
private String fObjectType, fObjectName, fCreated; 
private String fObjectFileName; 
private File fObjectFile; 
private booleanfDoNotify = true; 
   
publicNotesForObjects(String targetFolder,String type,String name){       
  setObjectName(name); 
  setObjectType(type); 
  if (fNotes==null) { fNotes = newArrayList<Note>(); }   
  fObjectFileName=fObjectName+".xml";  //$NON-NLS-1$ 
  fObjectFile = new File(targetFolder,fObjectFileName);   
  if (fObjectFile.exists()) {loadNote(); } 
   } 
}
 
 
 66 
 
publicclassNotesForHistory {    
private List<HistoryNote>fHistoryNotes=new 
ArrayList<HistoryNote>(); 
private String fType; 
private String fName; 
 
publicHistoryNotefindFNote(HistoryElement selected){ 
HistoryNotefoundNote=null; 
for (HistoryNotenote:fHistoryNotes) { 
if (equal((note.getHistory()),selected)) { 
    foundNote=note; } 
} 
returnfoundNote; 
} 
}67 
 
publicvoidcreateHistoryNotes(){ 
   String targetFolders=fLDModel.getHistoryFile().getParent(); 
fHistoryComments=newNotesForHistory(); 
fHistoryNoteFile = new File(targetFolders+"\\note","historynote.xml");  
fHistoryFile = new File (targetFolders,"history.xml"); 
} 
 
publicvoidloadComments() throwsIOException, JDOMException { 
if (fHistoryComments==null) { createHistoryNotes(); } 
if (fHistoryNoteFile.exists()) { 
fHistoryComments.fromJDOM(fHistoryNoteFile); } 
} 
 
publicvoidsaveComments() throwsIOException {            
if (fHistoryComments==null) { createHistoryNotes(); } 
fHistoryComments.toJDOM(fHistoryNoteFile, "history file",  
fLDModel.getTitle()); 
}
 
Note
- courseName
- URI
NoteElement
save()
load()
userName
comment
date
HistoryNoteElement
createHistoryNote()
addNote()
deleteNote()
save()
load()
HistoryNote
- courseName
HistoryElement
date
objectType
objectName
updateType
userName
save()
load()
1
1
1
1
1
1
*
*
*
*
*
AbsNote
<<abstract>>
+ addNote()
+ deleteNote()
+ viewRecentNotes()
+ viewMyNotes()
+ queryAuthorNotes()
+ save()
+ load()
ObjectNote
- objectType
- objectName
- objectFile
- objectFileName
- created
History
addHistoryElement()
deleteHistoryElement()
viewRecentUpdates()
viewMyUpdates()
queryAuthorUpdates()
save()
load()
courseName
URI
dateCreated
1
NoteTableViewer
<<interface>>
+ sortNotes()
HistoryTableViewer
<<interface>>
+ sortHistory()
MyNoteComparator
Comparator
<<abstract>>
setColumn(int column)
int compare(Object obj1, obj2) MyHistComparator
+ time
+ updateType
+ objectName
+ objectType
+ userName
+ userName
+ time
+ ascending = 0
+ descending = 1
UserLogin
updatePass()
About()
UserList
addUser()
authentication()
1
1
n
n68 
 
publicclassNewLDWizard{  
publicstatic String ID=LDAuthorPlugin.PLUGIN_ID+ ".NewLDWizard"; 
privateNewLDWizardPagefMainPage; 
privateNewLDWizardPageLocationfLocationPage; 
privateNewLDWizardPageOverviewfOverviewPage; 
privateLDTemplateManagerfTemplateManager; 
    @Override 
 
public booleanperformFinish() { 
       Authentication authentication=new Authentication();     
// Get template 
ILDTemplate template = fMainPage.getSelectedTemplate(); 
 
if(template == null) { returnfalse; }   
  // Create Root folder 
File targetFolder = fLocationPage.getFolder(); 
targetFolder.mkdirs(); 
 
// Manifest, Note, History file 
File manifestFile=new File(targetFolder,"imsmanifest.xml");  
File noteFile = new File(targetFolder, "note.xml");            
File historyFile = new File(targetFolder, "history.xml");           
File authorFile = new File(targetFolder, "ldauthors.xml");           
OrganiserComposite.setAuthorFile(authorFile); 
 
if(template instanceofClonedLDTemplate) { 
            File copiedLD = fLocationPage.getCopiedFolder(); 
            ((ClonedLDTemplate)template).setCopiedFolder(copiedLD); 
       } 
// Then create it 
try {template.create(manifestFile,noteFile,historyFile);} 
catch(LDAuthorException ex) { 
MessageDialog.openError(getShell(),Messages.NewLDWizard_1,  
ex.getMessage()); 
       } 
 
// Add an Organiser Entry 
IOrganiserLDorganiserEntry = OrganiserModelFactory.  
createOrganiserLD(fLocationPage.getNameText(), manifestFile); 
 
// User authentication        
try {authentication.createUserFile(new 
            File(fLocationPage.getFolder() +"\\ldauthors.xml"),   
fOverviewPage.getUOLTitle());  
LDAuthorActionBarAdvisor.setUserMenu(); 
} catch (IOException e) { // TODO Auto-generated catch block 
e.printStackTrace(); }        
 
// Open the Editor 
EditorManager.openLDEditor(organiserEntry.getName(),  
organiserEntry.getFile());     
returntrue; 
    } 
}69 
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 
Table 6.3 The MANOVA test result 
Effect  Value  F  Hypothesis df  Error df  Sig. 
Group  Pillai's Trace  .244  2.449
a  5.000  38.000  .051 
Wilks' Lambda  .756  2.449
a  5.000  38.000  .051 
Hotelling's Trace  .322  2.449
a  5.000  38.000  .051 
Roy's Largest Root  .322  2.449
a  5.000  38.000  .051 
α
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Effect  Value  F  Hypothesis df  Error df  Sig. 
Stages  Pillai’s Trace  .352  1.990
a  3.000  11.000  .174 
Wilks’ Lambda  .648  1.990
a  3.000  11.000  .174 
Hotelling’s Trace  .543  1.990
a  3.000  11.000  .174 
Roy’s Largest Root  .543  1.990
a  3.000  11.000  .174 
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Table 7.4 GQM for learning designers’ participation in creating adapting materials 
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Table 7.13 The summary of participants’ updates in authoring IMS LD level A 110 
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Appendix A  
An Introduction File for Experiments 1 and 2 
 
An Introduction to IMS Learning Design, ReCourse, and Collaborative ReCourse 
This  document  aims  to  introduce  participants  to  IMS  Learning  Design  (IMS  LD), 
ReCourse, and Collaborative ReCourse authoring tools. The paper is organised as 
follows: 
  Section  1:  A  quick  introduction  to  IMS  LD.  This  section  briefly  explains  the 
objectives and the general structure of IMS LD. 
  Section  2: Concepts  underlying  IMS  LD.  This  section  discusses the XML based 
structure and format of IMS LD. 
  Section 3: A case study. This section describes how a subject is represented in 
IMS  LD  format  and built  in  ReCourse.  It  presents  a Unit  of  Learning  (UoL)  for 
‘Anatomy and Physiology’ course as an example, which is produced by ReCourse. 
To  make  this  section  more  understandable,  some  screenshots  captured  from 
ReCourse are presented. 
  Section 4: Additional material: how a UoL in IMS LD format is delivered in IMS LD 
player. In the previous section participants have been introduced to ReCourse to 
produce a UoL in IMS LD. Since ReCourse does not have any function to deliver a 
UoL to learners, another kind of tool called the IMS LD player is needed. This 
section  describes  how  a  UoL  is  delivered  to  learners  by  an  IMS  LD  Player, 
CopperCore. Some screenshots captured from CopperCore are presented in this 
section. 
  Section 5: An extended ReCouse: Collaborative ReCourse. This section describes 
a  prototype  of  the  extended  ReCourse  -called  Collaborative  ReCourse-  that 
enables  teachers  to  work  collaboratively.  This  section  sets  out the  differences 
between ReCourse and Collaborative ReCourse. 
 
1.  A brief general introduction to IMS LD 
IMS LD is a technical specification which is expressed in XML and it represents a 
wide  range  of  learning  activities  to  support  the  exchange  of  learning  materials 
between  different  systems.  IMS  LD  enables  people  to  organise  learning  activities 
and  to  add  control  of  properties  and  conditions,  so  that  complex  branching 
workflows can be generated based on learners’ needs. A Unit of Learning is a set of 
learning activities designed by a teacher or course author and expressed in IMS LD. 142 
 
It can be a single lesson, or a whole course. A Unit of Learning (UoL) is a collection 
of: 
  Learning objectives 
  Learning resources, such as web links, text documents, images, etc. 
  Services  which  learners  and  teachers  can  use,  such  as  chatting,  messaging, 
voting, etc. 
  Roles to be taken by the participants in the UoL, which is typically “learner” and 
“teacher”,  but  it  could  also  include  technical  support,  different  groups  of 
learners, etc.  
  Instructions for learners, telling them what they need to do, for example: “Read 
this text and discuss it with the other members of your group in the forum” 
A Unit of Learning can be very simple (for example: "everybody look at this web 
page and discuss it on this forum") or very complex, or it can define a complex 
workflow with alternative routes and activities depending on the learners’ activities. 
 
2.  The concepts underlying IMS LD  
The structure of IMS LD is presented below: 
STRUCTURE  DESCRIPTION 
learning-design 
   title 
   learning-objectives 
   prerequisites 
   components 
 
      roles 
         learner* 
         staff* 
 
      activities 
         learning-activity* 
            environment-ref* 
            activity-description 
 
         support-activity* 
            environment-ref* 
            activity-description 
 
         activity-structures* 
            environment-ref* 
 
      environments 
         environment* 
 
 
method 
      play* 
 
 
 
learning-design represents a course, a module, 
or  a  lesson  which  addresses  some  learning 
objectives. 
 
 
 
roles represents actors participating in learning. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
environment  is  a  context  in  which  all  learning 
activities take place. It can be a resource pack 
containing documents and links to services that 
can help learners to carry out learning activities. 
play defines the flow of learning activities. It is 
like a complete piece of learning, for example a 
lesson; a UoL must have at least one play. 
 
A Play must have at least one Act which is like a 
sub-lesson, a session or phase within a lesson. 
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act* 
 
            role-parts* 
 
metadata 
Complete  lessons:  a  combination  of  activities, 
roles, and enviroments. 
 
 
* means the element probably has some/many instances 
 
3.  A Case Study  
3.1  Description 
This section presents an example of the implementation of IMS LD for some topics 
of  Anatomy-Physiology  course  which  refers  to 
http://www.universalclass.com/i/course/anatomy-and-physiology.htm.  The  topics 
implemented in this case comprise three modules and each of them has at least one 
lesson (phase). Each phase is delivered in one or more learning activities or support 
activities and it involves one or more learners or teachers. In this example, there are 
three roles including new learners, remedial learners, and teachers. 
Type of learning: individual learning 
Roles: learner 
Course name: Anatomy 
Pre requisite: Introduction to Human biology. 
Description: 
This self-paced anatomy and physiology course will cover all the bodily systems 
playing a major role in human anatomy. The material is presented in a practical 
and comprehensive manner. The focus of the course is on the need-to-know facts 
that  must  be  understood  in  order  to  pursue  any  healthcare  career  or  related 
education  in  the  field  of  science.  These  easy  to  follow  lessons  are  ideal  for 
anyone requiring a solid understanding of how the human body works. 
Objectives: 
By successfully completing this course, students will be able to: 
- describe the chemistry basics involved in Anatomy and Physiology. 
- describe the function of cells. 
- identify different types of tissues and their functions. 
- describe and identify specific parts and key terms of the Body Anatomy. 
- describe embryology. 
 
Module 1: Tissue Anatomy 
Lesson:  
- Tissue anatomy of the human body 
Activity groups: Bone, Muscle, Nerve. 
Module 2: Body Anatomy 144 
 
Lessons  
- Organ anatomy 
Activity groups: Brain, Lymph system. 
- Circulation anatomy 
Activity groups: Artery, Vein. 
Module 3: Embryology 
Lessons  
- Embryology of human body 
Activity groups: Embryo genesis. 
 
3.2  The screenshots using ReCourse  
The screenshots of the UoL produced by ReCourse are presented in the following 
figures.   
 
 
 
Figure 1.  The Overview page in ReCourse 
 
Find it in Figure 2 
Find it in Figure 3  Find it in Figure 4 
Properties, find it in Figure 
5 
Rules, Find it in Figure 6 145 
 
 
Figure 2. The title, description, and learning objectives of the UoL 
 
 
Figure 3. The structure of UoL, the detail of phase ‘Tissue anatomy of human body’ 
and its completion rule 
A completion rule 
Phase 
Modul
e 
Add  Module/Phase  Add  Activities /Roles 
Activities under the 
highlighted phase 
This  completion rule says: 
“Complete this phase after a 
period of time: 5 minutes” 146 
 
 
 
Figure 4. The resource page of the UoL 
 
 
Figure 5.  Page for updating Properties 
   
a  property 
Five types of Property 147 
 
 
Figure 6. An adaptation rule: module Embryology will be shown if property ‘pass’ is 
true. Property ‘pass’ is set true when module Body Anatomy has been completed 
(see Figure 7) 
 
 
Figure 7. A completion rule for the Body Anatomy module 
 
Complete Body Anatomy module when 
the last phase has been completed. 
When Body Anatomy module is 
completed, set property pass=true. 148 
 
4.  Additional material: how IMS LD is delivered in an IMS LD player 
This section is aimed to give an understanding on how a UoL is delivered in IMS LD 
players. In this case, we used CopperCore. 
 
(a) 
See the first module Tissue Anatomy. In phase “Tissue anatomy of 
human body”, only one activity: LA-Bone is shown.  An activity will be 
visibleto a learner when he has finished learning the previous one. 
 
(b) 
Figure 8. Two examples of how a UoL is delivered in CopperCore 149 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Only Module 1 and Module 2 (Body Anatomy) are displayed. The third 
module (Embryology) will be shown once the learner finished learning the second 
module. 
 
Figure 10. The third module:Embryology is shown. The second module of Body 
Anatomy has finished because the time for completion has finished, someactivities 
have not been finished yet (see the un-thicked activities under phase “Circulation 
Anatomy”) 150 
 
 
5.  An Extension of ReCourse: Collaborative Features 
There  are  two  collaborative  features  in  the  Collaborative  ReCourse:  Note  and 
History. Note is a feature that allows authors to leave comments. History is a feature 
that records changes made in the unit of learning. 
 
Figure 11. The Note screen 
Figure  11  shows  the  screen  of  Note  for  the  whole  unit  of  learning.  Note  is  also 
applied  on  History,  in  that  authors  can  write  notes  for  every  single  record  of 
History. Figure 12 shows the screen of History and guidance on how to access notes 
on it.  
Right click to display a 
form for adding a note 
To add a note 
All notes you added 
Notes other authors 
added recently   151 
 
 
Figure 12. The History screen  
 
In  addition,  Note  is  also  applied  on  modules/phases,  resources,  properties,  and 
rules. Figure 13 shows how to access Note of an object. 
 
Figure 13. Access to Note of an object 
Another  new  feature  of  Collaborative  ReCourse  is  a  gallery  of  existing  learning 
materials: 
Right click to display a menu to 
view and add notes on history  
Right click to display a menu to view 
and add notes for this object  
To access Note 152 
 
 
Figure 14. A gallery of existing learning materials 
As a conclusion, ReCourse that you will use in this experiment is purely authoring 
tool. It does not have any function to deliver learning materials to students 153 
 
Appendix B  
Experiment 1 
 
B1. Information Page and Consent Form 
 
QUESTIONNAIRE:  THE STUDY OF THE NEEDS AND THE USABILITY OF COLLABORATIVE 
FEATURES IN AUTHORING LEARNING DESIGNS 
TOOL: RECOURSE 
RESEARCHER: DADE NURJANAH 
Thank you for agreeing to take part in this study of the usability of collaborative 
features  in  authoring  learning  designs.  This  forms  part  of  my  PhD  thesis  which 
focuses  on  the  development  of  a  collaborative  authoring  model  for  adaptive 
learning  resources.  Your  participation  in  this  study  is  voluntary  and  you  may 
withdraw at any time without consequence; however, we would appreciate it if you 
could answer the following questions to help us research this topic. 
The participants of this questionnaire are postgraduate students or those who have 
teaching experience. The collected data will be kept confidential and for research 
purposes only. Results from this questionnaire will be used to inform the usability 
of collaborative features in authoring learning designs.   
The questionnaire is paper-based and it should take 45-60 (max) minutes of your 
time. 
This study has been granted full Ethics approval from the ECS School, University of 
Southampton. The reference number is ES/11/12/001. 155 
 
CONSENT FORM 
 
Study title:   The study of the needs and the usability of collaborative 
features in authoring learning designs 
Researcher name:   Dade Nurjanah 
Ethics reference:   ES/11/12/001 
 
Please initial the box(es) if you agree with the statement(s): 
 
I have read and understood the information sheet  
and have had the opportunity to ask questions about the study 
 
I agree to take part in this research project and agree that my data  
can be used for the purpose of this study 
 
I understand my participation is voluntary and I may withdraw 
at any time without consequence  
 
 
Signature of participant …………………………………………………………….. 
 
Name of Researcher (print name): Dade Nurjanah 
 
Signature of researcher ………………………………………...…………………….. 
 
Date ……………………………………………………………………………………   156 
 
B2. Group 1 ReCourse Questionnaire  
Select one option for each question 
PART 1: Background information 
1.  This question is about your background: 
a.  Do you have any teaching experience (as lecturer/ teaching assistant/ lab-
work assistants/ demonstrators)? 
               a lot                     some         little                     none 
 
b.  Do you have any experience in working with IMS Learning Design (IMS LD) or 
IMS LD authoring tools? 
         a lot                      some         little                    none 
 
This  questionnaire  uses  Unit(s)  of  Learning  (UoL):  Introduction  to  biology,  web 
programming, and Java programming. 
2.  Are you familiar with the following subjects  
       yes             know a little                  no  
Introduction to biology? 
web programming?     
Java programming? 
 
Part 2: The absence of Note and History for planning authoring learning design 
3.  When you read a syllabus, is the following information important for you? 
  very             quite             not very     not important 
                                          important     important        important            at all 
a.  Learning objectives                     
b.  Prior knowledge of 
expected learners 
c.  Pre-requisite courses 
d.  Post-requisite courses 
e.  Course reading list 
f.  Overall learning time 
g.  Descriptions of topics  157 
 
Select one option for each question 
Open Unit of Learning Introduction to biology. In tab Overview you can find the 
learning objectives, pre requisites, and description of the course. 
4.  Explore the Unit of Learning (UoL). Based on what you see in the UoL, how well 
can you guess who first created the UoL? 
very well                      well                 bad                    very bad 
 
5.  Look for the module “Evolution, Taxonomy, and Microorganisms”, and then take 
a look phase “Darwin and Evolution”. Do you think the current information, if 
any, about the module and the phase is sufficient to understand them?  
strongly sufficient        quite sufficient     not very sufficient     not sufficient at all 
 
6.  Find out roles in this UoL; one of them is assistant. Do you think the current 
information, if any, on the roles is sufficient to understand why the UoL needs 2 
assistants? 
strongly sufficient        quite sufficient     not very sufficient     not sufficient at all 
 
7.  This UoL was developed by more than one author; a few authors have revised 
the original UoL by adding or deleting some elements. Based on what you see in 
the UoL,  how  well  can  you  guess  which  elements  were added  most  recently, 
which elements that have been deleted, and why? 
         very well                 well                       bad                     very bad 
 
8.  When you read a UoL, is the following information important for you? 
very           quite          not very      not important 
important important     important         at all              
a.  Who first created the UoL      
b.  When the UoL was first  
created   
c.  Who contributed 
d.   When the last update was 
e.   Who created which part 
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Select one option for each question 
Now, open UoL web programming.  
9.  Based  on  what  you  see  in  the UoL,  how  sufficient  is  the information  (if  any) 
about the pre requisites of this UoL? 
strongly sufficient        quite sufficient     not very sufficient     not sufficient at all 
 
10. Based on what you see in the UoL, how sufficient is the information about the 
co-requisites and post-requisites of this UoL?  
strongly sufficient        quite sufficient     not very sufficient     not sufficient at all 
 
11. Find the module “Java Script Libraries”. That is the only Java topic in this UoL. 
Does the UoL provide sufficient information on why the topic is there or why 
there is no other Java topic?  
strongly sufficient        quite sufficient     not very sufficient     not sufficient at all 
 
 
Give your answers for questions number 12-14 based on your experience playing 
with UoL web programming and Introduction to biology. 
12. You have played with two UoLs. How sufficient is the following information in 
ReCourse? 
   very           quite          not very    not important 
important important     important          at all              
Information about  
targeted learners 
Post requisite courses 
Suggested reading list 
Overall learning time  
Descriptions of some  
(all) topics  
 
13. Related  to  question  12,  is  the  information  that  you  found  sufficient  to 
understand a UoL?  
strongly sufficient        quite sufficient     not very sufficient     not sufficient at all 
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14. Do you agree that it will be useful if more information about a UoL is provided? 
strongly agree            agree      disagree     strongly disagree  
 
Select one option for each question 
Part 3: The absence of History, object’s Note, and History’s Note 
Open  UoL  Java  programming.  Questions  15  to  22  are  related  to  UoL  Java 
programming. 
15. Explore  the  UoL.  Based  on  what  you  see  in  the  UoL,  is  there  sufficient 
information regarding the UoL (such as its scope, sequence, etc.) ? 
strongly sufficient        quite sufficient     not very sufficient     not sufficient at all 
 
16. Find  the  module  ‘Inheritance’.  Based  on  what  you  see  in  the  UoL,  is  there 
sufficient  information  about  sub-topics  that  are  missing  or  what  sub  topics 
should be added into the topic?  
strongly sufficient        quite sufficient     not very sufficient     not sufficient at all 
 
17. Create a module ‘Interfaces and inner classes’. Do you agree that other people 
can understand what the module is about, how its scope, and what sub-modules 
(phases) are to be added? 
strongly agree               agree            disagree     strongly disagre 
 
 
18. Find the module ‘Objects and classes in Java’ and phase ‘Abstract classes’. You 
will see that the phase has 3 learning/support activities. How well can you guess 
which activity that will be conducted in group? 
             very well            quite well            quite bad                  very bad 
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19. Check out Property,  
 
You will find a property named ‘LocPers1’, what is the property for? 
 
Grade required to pass this course 
Mark a learner achieved on last phase 
Average of marks a learner gained so far 
I don’t know 
Select one option for each question 
20. Check out Rule,  
 
You will find a rule named ‘Rule 1’. What is the objective of the rule? 
To give additional modules to learners who need them 
To give additional learning activities to learners who need them 
To hide the next module if learners fail on the current module 
            I don’t know 
21. Find the properties. You will find a property named ‘Time’. 
a.  What is the property for? 
Maximum time for learning a module 
Maximum time  for learning a phase 
Maximum time for doing an activity 
I don’t know 
 
b.  In which module is property ‘Time’ used? 
Fundamental programming structures of Java 
Objects and classes in Java 
Inheritance 
I don’t know 161 
 
22. Find  the  module“Inheritance”.  The  completion  of  the  module  involves  3 
properties.Which one of the following statements is wrong? 
The three properties are Pass, Grade, and Mark. 
Pass is a boolean property that will be set ‘true’ if Mark=50 
Grade does influence only learners 
I don’t know 
Part 4: Summary for properties and rules 
23. In your opinion, is information about properties and rules important? 
very important  quite important    not very important    not important at all 
 
 
Select one option for each question 
24. In  your  opinion,  to  work  efficiently  (do  right)  in  authoring  involving  some 
authors,do  you think that  Notes on  objects(module/phase/resource/etc.)  from 
other authors are important? 
very important  quite important    not very important    not important at all 
 
 
25. To work effectively (do faster) when reusing other authors’ work,do you think 
that  Notes  on  objects  (module/phase/resource/etc.)  from  former  authors  are 
important? 
very important  quite important    not very important    not important at all 
 
 
26. In your opinion, when reuse other authors’ UoL (Unit of Learning), do you think 
that  History  which  maintains  information  about  what  authors  have  done  to 
which objects is important?  
very important  quite important    not very important    not important at all 
 
 
27. Related to question 26,  do you think that authors’ Notes on History important 
for  you  to  understand  why  an  author  did  something  (add/edit/delete)  to  an 
object (UoL’s element)? 
very important  quite important    not very important        not important 
at all 
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Part 5: Reusing existing learning materials 
Click  tab  Resources.  Create  a  new  resource  of  Polymorphism.  Click  URL  to 
reuse existing online materials.  
 
28. When you would like to reuse existing online learning materials, do keywords 
and URL of the materials provide enough information to find suitable materials? 
        strongly agree           agree      disagree     strongly disagree 
 
Select one option for each question 
Questions 29 and 30 are related to the following list.  
topics 
topic name="Programming (general)" 
http://openlearn.open.ac.uk 
http://en.wikiversity.org 
http://www.wikipedia.org 
topic name="Java programming: Inheritance and Interfaces" 
http://download.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/java/IandI/index.html 
http://www.informit.com/articles/article.aspx?p=29224</url> 
http://www.cs.manchester.ac.uk/pgt/COMP67021/lectures/week5.pdf 
http://ocw.csail.mit.edu/f/10 
topic name="Java programming: Objects and Classes" 
http://download.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/java/javaOO/        
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Java_Programming/Classes,_Objects_and_Types 
http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~cs368-1/JavaTutorial 
topic name="Java programming: Bolts and Nuts" 
http://www.iam.ubc.ca/guides/javatut99/java/nutsandbolts/index.html 
http://java.sun.com/developer/technicalArticles/jini/javaspaces/ 
http://www.informit.com/articles/ 
topic name="Math" 
http://www.mathweb.org/wiki/SWiM 
http://www.wikipedia.org 
 
29. Check out the list. Do you agree that a number of URLs in the list are useful? 
 strongly agree          quite agree           quite disagree           strongly disagree 
 
30. Check out the list.  Do you find some URLs you have never heard about in the 
list? 
      many                         some       a few                       none 163 
 
B3. Group 2 Collaborative ReCourse Questionnaire  
Select one option for each question 
PART 1: Background information 
 
1.  This question is about your background: 
a.  Do you have any teaching experience (as lecturer/ teaching assistant/ lab-
work assistants/ demonstrators)? 
               a lot                     some         little                     none   
 
b.  Do you have any experience in working with IMS Learning Design (IMS LD) or 
IMS LD authoring tools? 
        a lot                      some         little                     none 
This  questionnaire  uses  Unit(s)  of  Learning  (UoL):  Introduction  to  biology,  web 
programming, and Java programming. 
2.  Are you familiar with the following subjects  
yes       know a little           no  
Introductory to biology? 
web programming?     
Java programming? 
Part 2: Note and History for planning authoring learning design 
3.  When  you  read  a  syllabus,  is  following  information  important  for  you  to 
understand it? 
very           quite          not very         not important 
                                             important  important   important          at all              
a.  Learning objectives                     
b.  Prior knowledge of 
Expected learners 
c.  Pre requisite courses 
d.  Post requisite courses 
e.  Course reading list 
f.  Total learning time 
g.  Descriptions of topics  164 
 
Select one option for each question 
Open Unit of Learning Introduction to biology. In the tab Overview you can find 
the learning objectives, pre requisites, and description of the course. Click the 
tab Note to see authors’ notes or click History to find out what have been done 
so far. 
Questions 4 to 7 are related to UoL Introduction to biology. 
4.  Who firstly created the UoL? 
      Alice        Bob            Claudia      I don’t know 
 
5.  Which elements did Claudia create? 
Phase Darwin and Evolution     
Phase Fungi and Plant Evolution       
Phase Ecology and Conservation 
I don’t know 
 
6.  What did Bob do?  
Added module ‘Fungi and Plant Evolution’     
Added phase ‘Plant Reproduction, Development and Control’     
Change the name of a module: from ‘Ecology’ to ‘Environmental Biology’ 
I don’t know 
 
7.  When you read the UoL which has been created, is the following information 
important for you? 
                 very           quite          not very   not important 
                                             important  important     important          at all              
a.  Who first created  
the UoL      
b.  When the UoL  
was first created   
c.  Who contributed 
d.  When the last update was  
e.  Who created which part 
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Select one option for each question 
Now, open UoL web programming.  Questions 8-10 are related to UoL web 
programming. 
 
8.  What roles willbe involved in web programming? 
      Learners and two teachers.     
              Learners, a teacher, and a teacher assistant.       
              New learners, remedial learners, a teacher, and a teacher assistant. 
      I don’t know 
 
9.  What course is proposed to become a post requisite course? 
Internet Foundations, Technologies, and Development. 
Principles of Interactive and Dynamic Media. 
Java Programming. 
An Introduction to Computer Science. 
Advanced web programming, Development, and Database Integration. 
I don’t know 
 
10. Alice, Bob, and Claudia participated in the creation of this UoL. One of them 
deleted a module. Who did it, which module, and why? 
Bob, Server-Side Programming with PHP (continued), because it has been 
covered in another module. 
Claudia, Overview Java, because the topic should have been learned in the 
pre requisite course: Fundamental Java. 
Alice, Java script library, because it is not needed. 
I don’t know 
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Select one option for each question 
Give  your  answers  for  questions  number  11-14  based  on  your  experience 
playing with UoL web programming and Introduction to biology. 
11. You have played with two UoL. How sufficient is the following information  in 
Notes and History? 
strongly sufficient  quite sufficient    not very sufficient       not sufficient 
at all  
Information about  
targeted learners 
Post requisite courses 
Suggested reading list 
Total learning time  
Descriptions of some  
(all) topics  
   
12. How useful is Note? 
very useful          quite useful        not very useful         not useful at all  
   
 
13. How easy to find that information in Note? 
very easy            quite  easy         quite difficult          not useful at all  
 
 
14. How useful is History? 
 very useful         quite useful        not very useful          not useful at all  
 
 
15. How easy to find that information in History? 
 very easy            quite  easy         quite difficult             very difficult  
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Select one option for each question 
Part 3: Object’s Note, and History’s Note 
Open  UoL  Java  programming.  Questions  16-28  are  related  to  UoL  Java 
programming.  
Access History and right-click on it. You will see History’s Note from authors. 
 
16.  One topic discussed is about pre-/co-/post- requisites. As a result, which is the 
co-requisite course? 
    Object-oriented methods 
    Object-oriented programming 
    Advanced Java programming for e-commerce 
      I don’t know 
 
17. There  was a problem  on the first version  of the UoL in that it has too  many 
topics. What is the solution for this problem? 
Delete the last three modules 
Delete some phases of some modules 
No changes, but the learning objectives were revised to fit the UoL  
I don’t know 
 
18. Please  find  the  module  ‘Inheritance’,  and  right-click  on  it  to  access  its  Note. 
What is discussed in the Note? 
Missing modules 
Module deletion 
Merging modules  
       I don’t know 
 
19. Create a module ‘Interfaces and inner classes’, and then add a note on the new 
module. How easy is adding a note? 
 very easy            quite  easy          quite difficult             very difficult  
 
Select one option for each question 
20. Please find  
module ‘Objects and classes in Java’, phase ‘Abstract classes’ 168 
 
You will see that the phase has three learning/support activities. Right click on 
the phase or on each activity to see Notes. Which activity that will be conducted 
in groups? 
Reading 
Lecture 
Lab work 
      I don’t know 
21. Check out Property,  
 
You will find a property named ‘LocPers1’. What is the property for? 
Passing grade to pass this course 
Mark a learner achieved on last phase 
Average of marks a learner gained so far 
       I don’t know 
 
22. Check out Rule,  
 
You will find one rule. What is the objective of the rule? 
To give additional modules to learners who need them 
To give additional learning activities to learners who need it 
To hide the next module if learners fail on the current module 
            I don’t know 
 
Select one option for each question 
23.  Check out Property. You will find a property named ‘Time’. 
a.  What is the property for? 
Maximum time for learning a module 
Maximum time  for learning a phase 
Maximum time for doing an activity 
I don’t know 
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b.  In which module is property ‘Time’ used? 
Fundamental programming structures of Java 
Objects and classes in Java 
Inheritance 
I don’t know 
 
24.  Look  for  the  module“Inheritance”.  The  completion  of  the  module  involves  3 
properties.Which one of the following statements is wrong? 
The three properties are Pass, Grade, and Mark. 
Pass is a boolean property that will be set ‘true’ if Mark=50 
Grade only influences only learners 
I don’t know 
25. How  useful  are  Notes  on  objects  (such  as  on  modules,  phases,  resources,  or 
learning activities)? 
very useful          quite useful         not very useful       not useful at all  
 
26. How easy is it to find information in objects’ Notes? 
very easy        easy      difficult             very difficult  
27. How useful is History’s Note? 
very useful          quite useful         not very useful      not useful at all 
28. How easy is it to find information in History’s Note? 
 very easy            quite  easy          quite difficult             very difficult  
 
Select one option for each question 
Part 4: Reusing existing learning materials 
29. When you would like to reuse existing online learning materials, do keywords 
and URL of the materials provide enough information to find suitable materials? 
       strongly agree           agree      disagree     strongly disagree 
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Click  the  tab  Resources.  Create  a  new  resource  of  Polymorphism;  choose  a 
material from the gallery of existing materials by clicking URL.  
30. Do you agree that a number of URLs in the gallery are useful? 
        strongly agree             agree       disagree    strongly disagree 
 
31. Do you agree that you do not know about a number of URLs in the gallery? 
  strongly agree            agree       disagree    strongly disagree 
 
32. How easy is the reuse of existing materials in this authoring tool? 
very easy             quite easy          quite difficult         very difficult  171 
 
Appendix C  
Experiment 2: Structured Interview and the Results 
 
STUDY TITLE:  WORKGROUP EVALUATION OF THECOLLABORATIVE AUTHORING 
APPROACH FOR LEARNING DESIGNS 
RESEARCHER: DADE NURJANAH 
ETHICS NUMBER: 1457 
 
Thank  you  for  agreeing  to  take  part  in  this  workgroup  evaluation  of  the 
collaborative authoring approach for learning designs. This is part of my PhD thesis 
which focuses on the development of a collaborative authoring model for adaptive 
learning resources. The aim of my research is to improve the authoring process by 
applying  collaborative  authoring  features  and  a  learning  standard  called  IMS 
learning  Design  (IMS  LD),  and  reusing  existing  learning  content.  I  extended  a 
standalone IMS LD authoring tool, ReCourse, to be a collaborative authoring tool 
that is designed  for a small group of teachers  to  work asynchronously to  create 
UoLs in IMS LD format. To evaluate whether my proposed approach is helpful for 
users or not, I need to conduct a workgroup evaluation. 
The participants of this evaluation are those who have teaching experience.Your 
participation in this study is voluntary and you may withdraw at any time without 
consequence; however, we would appreciate it if you could finish the evaluation to 
help us research this topic. For each participant who completes the evaluation, we 
provide a £20 Amazon voucher.   
No  risks  are  involved  in  this  evaluation.  You  are  required  to  work  in  three 
sessions over one to two weeks and each session will take no more than 30 to 45 
minutes  of  your  time.  In  session  1  and session  2  you  are  required to  work  in  a 
group to collaboratively author a unit of learning in IMS LD format. Afterwards, in 
session  3  you  are  required  to  answer  a  mixed  questionnaire  and  structured-
interview that are distributed in a paper. 
The  collected  data  will  be  kept  confidential  and  for  research  purposes  only. 
Results  from  this  evaluation  will  be  used  to  inform  the  usability  of  collaborative 
features in authoring learning designs. 
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CONSENT FORM 
 
Study title:   Workgroup evaluation of the collaborative authoring approach 
for learning designs 
Researcher name:   Dade Nurjanah 
Study reference:   Workgroup evaluation of the collaborative authoring approach 
for learning designs 
Ethics reference:   1457 
 
Please initial the box(es) if you agree with the statement(s): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Data Protection 
I understand that information collected about me during my participation in this 
study will be stored on a password protected computer and that this information 
will only be used for the purpose of this study. All files containing any personal data 
will be made anonymous. 
Name of participant ………………………………………………………………… 
Signature of participant …………………………………………………………….. 
Date ……………………………………………………………………………………
I have read and understood the information sheet (insert date 
/version no. of participant information sheet) and have had the 
opportunity to ask questions about the study. 
 
I agree to take part in this research project and agree that my 
data can be used for the purpose of this study 
I understand my participation is voluntary and I may withdraw 
at any time without my legal rights being affected  
I am happy to be contacted regarding other unspecified research 
projects. I therefore consent to the University retaining my 
personal details on a database, kept separately from the research 
data detailed above. The ‘validity’ of my consent is conditional 
upon the University complying with the Data Protection Act and 
I understand that I can request my details be removed from this 
database at any time. 
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TOOL: RECOURSE 
QUESTIONNAIRE / STRUCTURED INTERVIEW 
Please answer the following questions. For multiple choices, 
         means you are required to choose only one option. 
         means you are allowed to choose more than one option. 
 
PART 1: Participants’ profiles 
1.  Do you have any teaching experience (as lecturer/ teaching assistant/ lab-work 
assistants/ demonstrators)? 
               a lot                       some         little                         none   
 
2.  Do you have any experience in working with IMS Learning Design (IMS LD) or IMS 
LD authoring tools? 
        a lot                       some                  little                       none 
 
3.  This questionnaire uses a Unit of Learning (UoL): Java programming. What do 
you consider your level of knowledge of this course is?  
                                                 a lot         some          little          none  
Java programming 
 
PART 2:Note and History 
4.  What is your role in the authoring?  
 Author 1                       Author 2    Author 3 
 
5.  If you worked as Author 1, please give your answer for the following questions.  
I constructed the whole sequence of modules with phases in some/most 
of them.  
I made the whole sequence of modules without phases. 
I made some modules with/without phases. 
I  made  a  complete  module  with  its  phases  and  let  other  authors  to 
complete the outline.  
None of the above. I did: 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 174 
 
6.  If  you  worked  as  Author  2  or  3,  please  give  your  answer  for  the  following 
questions. As the second/third author, how much you worked on outlining the 
UoL? 
I modified existing modules or revised the sequence of modules. 
I extended existing modules (added phases or activities). 
I added new modules to complete the outline. 
Added one/few modules and let other authors to complete the outline. 
None of the above. I did: 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
7.  Did you modify/delete modules created by other authors?           
Yes               No 
If so, please explain your reason(s) for doing this? 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
8.  Did you modify/delete phases created by other authors?        
      Yes                          No 
If so, please explain your reason(s) for doing this? 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
9.  Did you modify/delete learning activities created by other authors?           
  Yes    No 
If so, please explain your reason(s) for doing this? 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
10. Did you modify/delete support activities created by other authors?           
  Yes    No 
If so, please explain your reason(s) for doing this? 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
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11. Did you modify/delete resources created by other authors?                      
             Yes                       No 
Please explain your reason(s) for doing this? 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
12. Did you create adaptation rules and apply them to modules/phases/activities 
that had been created by other authors?                       
                  Yes  No 
13. Did you modify/delete adaptation rules created by other authors?           
  Yes     No 
If so, please explain your reason(s) for doing this? 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
14. Did you use properties created by other authors?                       
                    Yes  No 
15. Please rate how good/bad you considered the division of authoring tasks in your 
group was. Give the highest rating if the contribution of all authors is quite 
similar. 
1 (lowest)        2       3     4      5 (highest)      
 
 
16. Please rate how efficient (produced right output) you consider the collaborative 
authoring in your group is.  
      1 (lowest)       2       3     4      5 (highest)      
 
PART 3: Reuse 
17. On  average,  how  much  time  (minutes/second)  did  you  spend  on  creating  a 
learning resource?  ________ minutes, _________ seconds. 176 
 
TOOL: COLLABORATIVE RECOURSE 
 
QUESTIONNAIRE / STRUCTURED INTERVIEW 
Please answer the following questions. For multiple choices, 
         means you are required to choose only one option. 
         means you are allowed to choose more than one option. 
 
PART 1: Participants’ profiles 
1.  Do you have any teaching experience (as lecturer/ teaching assistant/ lab-work 
assistants/ demonstrators)? 
                 a lot          some         little                    none   
 
2.  Do you have any experience in working with IMS Learning Design (IMS LD) or IMS 
LD authoring tools? 
         a lot                      some        little                        none 
 
3.  This questionnaire uses a Unit of Learning (UoL): Java programming. How much 
is the extent of your knowledge of that course?  
                                                 a lot             some                  little              none  
Java programming 
 
PART 2: Notes and History 
4.  Your group will get a UoL that has a sequence of four modules. What changes 
did you make to the existing sequence of modules? 
I modified the order of those modules. (go to the next page) 
I extended the sequence by adding one/some modules. (go to the next 
page) 
I  extended  the  sequence  by  adding  phases  or  activities  to  one/some 
modules. (go to the next page)  
I added some new modules to make the sequence complete. (go to the 
next page)  
None of the above. (go to Question 2, below). I did: 
_________________________________________________________________ 
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5.  Note is a feature for authors to leave commentsabout what they have done or 
about elements they updated. From Note, authors can get information about 
the authoring process. Did you sometimes feel reluctant to use this feature? If 
so, please explain why. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
6.  History  records  changes  made  to  Unit  of  Learning.  It  provides  information 
about what updates have been made, to which objects, and by whom. Did you 
sometimes feel reluctant to use this feature? If so, please explain why. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
7.  Objects’  Notes  are  Notes  linked  to  objects:  resources,  properties,  rules,  and 
modules (including its phases and activities). Did you sometimes feel reluctant 
to use this feature? If so, please explain why. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
8.  History’s Note is a Note linked to History. Did you sometimes feel reluctant to 
use this feature? If so, please explain why. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
9.  Did you create resources? If so, how much time (minutes, seconds) on average, 
did you spend on creating a learning resource? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
10. Please rate how good/bad you consider the division of authoring tasks in your 
group was. Give the highest rating if the contribution of all authors is quite 
similar. 
1 (lowest)       2       3     4      5 (highest)      
 
 
11. Please rate how efficient (produced right output) is the collaborative authoring 
in your group is.  
1 (lowest)        2       3     4      5 (highest)      179 
 
Appendix D   
Experiment 2: Data Collected from the Observation 
This paper  presents raw data collected  from the observation. Updates applied to 
UoL are categorised 22 types and coded as follows. 
Table D.1 Update Categories 
Codes  Actions 
1  add modules 
2  add modules+phases 
3  add modules+phases+activity 
4  modify modules  
5  move modules (all) 
6  delete modules (all) 
7  add phases 
8  add phases+activities 
9  modify phases 
10  move phases (all) 
11  delete phases (all) 
12  add activities 
13  modify activities 
14  move activities 
15  delete activities 
16  add property 
17  modify property 
18  delete property 
19  add rules 
20  modify rules 
21  delete rules 
22  add resources 180 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D.2 Authoring Tasks Done by Group A working with ReCourse 
 
Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P3 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
         QTI       16               
         QTI             16         
         MinimumMark                 16     
         Marks Final test                 16     
         time/attendance                 16     
         marks lab work                 16     
         learners full mark                 16     
         marks for coursework                 16     
            blank rule              19     
         MaximumMark                   16   
         Experts                   16   
            Condition 2                19   
Learning the basics of 
Java              1  6               
  
Java language 
overview           2                 
      Overview        3                 
      Java Principle        3                 
      java version        3                 
How to use this course 
material                          5             
   Learning plan                                     
     
Tips for learning a 
programming language                                  
      How to use this course                                   
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Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P3 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
   Course plan                                   7 
      Week 1 until week n                                8 
      Test 1                                8 
      Test 2                                8 
      Final                                8 
Setting up Java                          5             
   Setting up Eclipse                                     
           
Completing rule by time 
(zero) 
         
16 
     
      Setting up java SDK       
                 
     
Compiling and running 
Hello World       
                 
Introduction to Java             
 
1 
             
   What is Java          
               
7 
      What is Java       
               
8 
   Java Learning Tips          
 
2 
             
      Java Learning Tips       
 
3 
             
   Why java is important          
 
2 
             
      The importance of java       
 
3 
             
  
A brief comparison 
Java and other 
language          
 
2 
             
      Java vs C and  C++       
 
3 
             
     
A comparison of Java 
and .NET platform       
   
12 
               What is Java          
   
7 
                  What is Java       
   
8 
           182 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P3 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
   OOP          
     
7 
         
     
Object Oriented 
Programming       
     
8 
         
   Java Learning Tips          
               
10 
      Java Learning Tips       
                 
How to use this course 
material             
     
1 
         
   Learning plan          
     
2 
         
     
Tips for learning a 
programming language       
     
3 
         
      How to use this course       
     
3 
         
Setting up Java             
 
1 
             
   Setting up Eclipse          
 
2 
             
      Setting up java SDK       
 
3 
             
     
Compiling n running 
Hello World       
 
3 
             
OOP Concepts             
     
5 
         
           
Each phase will be 
completed when 
property Time is set (till 
phase Exercise) 
           
19 
   
  
What is objects? 
Objects          
     
7 
   
9 
   
     
Objects Introduction to 
Objects       
     
8 
 
13 
 
   
  
What is class?  
Classes          
     
7 
   
9 
   
     
Classes Introduction to 
classes       
     
8 
 
13 
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Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P3 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
  
What is inheritance? 
Inheritance          
     
7      9 
   
     
Introduction to 
Inheritance       
     
    12   
   
      Inheritance       
     
8       
   
  
What is interfaces? 
Interfaces          
     
7      9 
   
     
Introduction to 
Interfaces       
     
    12   
   
      Interfaces       
     
8       
   
  
What is packages? 
Packages          
     
7      9 
   
     
Packages  Introduction 
to Packages       
     
8    13   
   
   Exercises          
     
7       
   
      Exercises       
     
  12     
   
   Test 1          
     
      8 
   
Language basics             
     
1       
   
           
Each phase will be 
completed when 
property Time is set 
     
    19   
   
   Variables          
     
7 
                Basics about variables       
       
12 
           String and Numbers          
         
7 
            String       
         
8 
            Numbers       
         
8 
         operators          
     
7 
                Basics about operators       
       
12 
   
   184 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P3 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
  
expressions, 
statement, blocks          
     
7       
   
     
Expressions, statement, 
blocks       
       
12 
   
   
  
control flow 
statements          
     
7       
          Control flow statements       
     
8 
     
       Exercises          
       
 
8 
 
    Classes n objects              1 
     
     
   
           
each phase will be 
completed when 
property Time is set 
       
 
19 
 
                only phase Classes 
       
   
20 
       Classes           7 
     
     
          Classes        8 
     
     
       Objects           7 
   
11 
     
          Objects        18 
                   Exercises          
         
7 
         Exercises          
         
7 
         Test 2          
           
7 
    OOP Concepts              1 
                   OOP           2 
   
11 
                OO Programming        3 
                Learning the adv 
features               1 
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Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P3 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
           
Each phase will be 
completed when 
property Time is set 
         
19 
                  Except exercise 
           
20 
       Class libraries           2 
                      Swing        3 
                      AWT       
   
12 
               Generics          
         
7 
            Generics       
         
8 
     
  
Examples on using 
Classes          
         
7 
         Exercises          
           
8 
    Resources             
 
1 
             
           
Each phase will be 
completed when 
property Time is set 
         
19 
     
  
Recommended text 
books          
 
2 
                    Text books       
 
3 
             
  
Recommended 
websites          
       
10 
       
     
Java official doc n 
tutorial webs       
                 
     
Java Tutorials on 
W3School       
                     Example codes          
         
10 
            Java example codes       
                     Java References          
       
10 
              Java script objects       
                 186 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P3 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
     
Java script n HTML 
DOM ref       
                     Example codes          
       
10 
              Java example codes       
                 
  
Official Java tutorial 
from Oracle          
       
10 
              Java official tutorial       
                     Java online test          
     
7 
                BetterProgammer.com       
     
8 
                IndiaBix.com       
     
8 
                Javacamp.org       
     
8 
         
  
Recommended 
websites          
 
2 
             
     
Java official doc n 
tutorial webs       
 
3 
             
     
Java Tutorials on 
W3School       
   
12 
               Example codes          
 
2 
                    Java example codes       
 
3 
                 Java References          
 
2 
                    Java script objects       
   
12 
           
     
Java script n HTML 
DOM ref       
   
12 
           
  
Official Java tutorial 
from Oracle          
     
7 
                Java official tutorial       
     
8 
          Completing this 
course             
           
1 
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Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P3 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
   Course work          
           
2 
                Completion rule: time 
           
19 
       Lab work          
           
3 
       Test 1          
           
3 
       Test 2          
           
3 
       Final test          
           
3 
                Apply rule (zero) 
           
19 
     
Table D.3 Authoring Tasks Done by Group B working with ReCourse 
 
Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P3  P3  P2  P3  P2  P1 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
         Java JDK installation              16                
         Java configuration              16                
         Modul 1           16                   
         Modul 9           16                   
         Modul 2           16                   
         Modul 3           16                   
         Modul 7           16                   
         Modul 8           16                   
         Modul 4           16                   
         Modul 5           16                   
         Modul 6           16                   
            Modul 1 - (then = else)        19                   188 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P3  P3  P2  P3  P2  P1 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
            Modul 2        19                   
            Modul 3 - (then = else)        19                   
            Modul 4        19                   
            Modul 5        19                   
            Modul 6        19                   
            Modul 7        19                   
Learning the basics of 
Java lang              1                         
   Overview of java          
2                  
           
Completion rule: 
activities      19      19        
      course outline          12                
     
reading the history of 
java lang -        3  15                
      java tutorial         3                  
      getting started -          12                
  
Setting up java 
environment           2                  
      install the Java JDK -        3                  
     
configure the Java 
environment -        3                  
  
Writing simple Java 
appl           2                  
     
writing a very simple 
Java appl -        3                  
      compiling the program -          12                
      running the application -          12                
   Java 2 libraries           2                   
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Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P3  P3  P2  P3  P2  P1 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
     
understand the directory 
of java compiler 
structure -       
3                  
   Java primitives            2                  
     
declaring and assigning 
values to variables -        3                  
classes and objects                5                
  
Class methods and 
attributes                                 
      the java OOP tutorial -          12                    
      project group 1 -          12                    
  
Static class 
methods and 
attributes             10                    
  
instance class 
methods and 
attributes             10                    
Java control structures              1                      
   Java packages           2                      
      reading: java tutorial *        3                      
  
ControL structures: 
using if, if else           2                      
     
writing a simple code 
with IF and nested IF        3                      
     
writing a simple code 
with for, while, and do.       
3       
              
     
QTI: Programming 
assignment about IF, 
nested IF, while and to-          12                    
  
Java methods: 
creating a method 
 
     
2                      190 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P3  P3  P2  P3  P2  P1 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
      java tutorial *        3                      
  
Arrays n strings in 
Java           2                      
     
QTI programming 
Homework 1 -        3 
 
                    
classes and objects              1 
 
                    
  
Class methods and 
attributes           2 
 
                    
  
static class 
methods and 
attributes           2 
 
                    
  
Instance class 
methods and 
attributes           2 
 
                    
OOP Concepts              1 
 
                    
   Class inheritance          
 
10                      
     
writing some example 
codes about class 
inheritance -       
   
                    
   Encapsulation          
 
10                 10    
     
writing an example code 
about encapsulation -                                  
   Polymorphisme              10              10       
     
writing some codes 
about polymorphism -                                  
  
Java interface 
mechanism              10              10       
     
writing some codes 
about Java interface 
mechanism -                                  
   Encapsulation           2                         
     
writing an example code 
about encapsulation -        3                          
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Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P3  P3  P2  P3  P2  P1 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
   Class inheritance           2                         
     
writing some example 
codes about class 
inheritance -       
3 
                       
   Polymorphisme           2                         
     
writing some codes 
about polymorphism -        3                         
  
java interface 
mechanism           2                         
     
writing some codes 
about Java interface 
mechanism -       
3 
                       
  
Object oriented 
odesign          
2 
                       
     
QTI: Programming 
assignment -       
3 
                       
Learning the advanced 
features of Java lang              1                         
IDE              1                         
Collection framework              1                         
GUI Programming              1                         
   Graphics and Java           2                         
      Reading material -        3                         
   GUI Components           2                    
      Writing some codes -        3                    
   2D classes           2                    
      Writing some codes -        3                    
   Java inner classes           2                    192 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P3  P3  P2  P3  P2  P1 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
      Group assignment -        3                    
Threading              1                    
GUI Programming                      5            
   Graphics and Java                               
      Reading material -                            
   GUI Components                               
      Writing some codes -                            
   2D classes                               
      Writing some codes -                            
   Java inner classes                               
      Group assignment -                            
IDE                      5            
Threading                      5            
Collection framework                      5            
Learning the advanced 
features of Java lang             
        5   
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Table D.4 Authoring Tasks Done by Group C working with Collaborative ReCourse 
 
Participants:   P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P2  P3  P1 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
         time    
     
16 
         
         start of course    
     
16 
         
         exception test acore    
     
16 
                      condition 1 
     
19 
         
            condition 2 
     
19 
         
            condition 3 
     
19 
         
            condition 4 
     
19 
         
        
programming 
demonstration    
       
16 
       
         project assignments    
       
16 
       
           
Swing condition: 
condition 1 
       
19 
       
           
Swing condition: 
condition 2 
       
19 
       
        
Student has programming 
background    
         
16 
     
           
Conditions based on the 
programming 
background of the 
student: Condition 1, 
Condition 2. 
         
19 
      Learning the basics of 
Java language              1 
               
   History          
   
7 
           
     
The history of Java prog 
language (text)            8             
     
Java Programming 
Evolution                  12       194 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Participants:   P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P2  P3  P1 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
   Java syntax                     7       
      Java cheat sheet                  8       
   Data types           2                 
     
Introduce data types 
(text)          12               
     
QTI Short test on data 
types          12               
   Control structures           2                 
      Control structures (text)          12               
     
Help session on control 
structure -          12               
   Arrays           2                 
           
Completion rule: 
condition  19          21       
Java programming 
basics                        1       
   Data types                     14       
     
Introduce data types 
(text)                         
     
QTI Short test on data 
types                         
   Control structures                     14       
      Control structures (text)                      13   
     
Help session on control 
structure -                      13   
   Arrays                     14       
      Arrays                  12        
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Participants:   P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P2  P3  P1 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
      Other collection                    12  13   
Classes and objects              1                 
   What is a class             10               
           
completion rule: 
activities  19                 
      What is a class                         
     
QTI T/F about classes 
and objects                         
   What is an object           2                 
           
completion rule: 
activities  19                 
      What is an object        3                 
   What is a class           2                 
           
completion rule: 
activities  19                 
      What is a class       
3                 
     
QTI T/F about classes 
and objects -       
3                 
concepts of OOP             
1                 
   Introduction of OOP                         7   
     
Introduction of OOP 
components                      8   
  
What is inheritance 
Inheritance          
2    9             
           
completion rule: 
activities  19                    
      What is inheritance -        12                    
 
                   196 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Participants:   P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P2  P3  P1 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
  
What is interface 
interface          
2    9                
           
completion rule: 
activities  19                    
      What is interface         3                    
      Interface advance -            12                
     
QTI T_F about 
abstraction            12                
   Abstraction               7                
      Abstraction -            8                
           
completion rule: 
activities        19              
   Polymorphism               7                
      Polymorphism -            8                
           
completion rule: 
activities        19              
   Test               7    11            
      Test -            8                
           
completion rule: 
activities        19  21            
introduction to GUI 
(SWING)              1                    
  
Layout and 
component 
managers          
2           
        
      Java Swing tutorial          12                  
   Event handling           2                    
      Event handling -            12             
  
Applet class 
Applets           2                9  
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Participants:   P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P2  P3  P1 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
      Applets                        12 
   Applet lifecycle           7                11 
   SWING components           2                 
      Java Swing                  12       
Exception handling              1                 
  
Basics of exception 
handling             7               
           
completion rule: 
activities    19               
      Exceptions tutorial          8               
      QTI exception test          8               
 
Table D.5 Authoring Tasks Done by Group D with Collaborative ReCourse 
 
Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P3 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
            Rule 1: condition 2       19             
            Rule 1: condition 3        19  20  21       
         TimeForCompare                 16     
         TimeForTest                 16     
         JDBC time                   16   
           
Rule: conditions 
collection            19       
            condition 1            19       
            condition 2            19       
            condition 3            19       
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Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P3 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
            condition 4            19       
            condition 5            19       
Pre requisite           condition 6            19       
            condition 7              19     
            condition 8                19   
Learning the basicsof 
java language              1                 
   Getting started           2                 
      Getting started        3                 
      Java installation -        3                 
Classes and objects              1                 
   Objects and classes          
2                 
     
What are objects and 
classes        3                     
      Declaring classes        3                     
         What is abstract class             16             
           
Completing rule: 
condition          19 
           
      Creating objects        3                     
     
QTI: assignment to Create 
classes and declaring 
objects -       
3         
           
   Abstract class             7                   
      What is abstract class          8                   
   Interface             7                   
      What is interface?          8                    
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Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P3 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
     
what is the difference 
between abstract class n 
interfaces -       
  8       
           
  
Methods and 
instances           2                     
      Defining methods        3                     
      Calling methods -        3                     
   Data types           2                     
      Declaring variables -        3                     
object oriented 
programming 
concepts             
1                     
   Inheritance               7                 
    Inheritance -          8             
  Abstraction            7             
    Abstraction -          8             
  Polymorphism            7             
    Polymorphism -          8             
learning the advanced 
features of Java lang          1                 
  Java IDE          7               
    Eclipse        8               
Language basics                1           
  Variables              2           
    Primitive data types -            3           200 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P3 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
    Arrays -            3           
    Expressions -            3           
  Operators              2           
   
Assignment and arithmetic 
operators -            3           
   
Equality, conditional, and 
relational operators -            3           
    Bit shift operator -            3           
  Control flow              2           
    for statement -            3           
      if then else statement                  3           
      while -do while statement -                 3           
      swithc statement -                 3           
     
assignment to create 
program using operators 
and control stat                
3           
Advanced 
Programming                       1           
  
Numbers and string 
class                    2           
     
Number class and 
formatting -                         12   
      Advanced arithmetic -                         12   
      Introtuction  to string class                          12   
     
String manipulation and 
comparison                          11    
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Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P3 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
                           
   GUI and graphics                            7   
    
Introduction to AWT 
programming                         8   
      applet component -                         8   
     
swing component and 
programming -                         8   
     
QTI write a program to use 
applet and swing 
component -                
        8   
java applets and 
application                         
1         
  
Introduction 
overview of the 
difference                      
2        9 
     
Define the meaning of java 
applet and java ppl                   
3         
     
State the characteristics of 
applets and application                   
3         
     
Differentiate the major 
benefits of applets and 
application                   
3         
  
Design and 
development                       2         
     
Design the user interface 
for java applets                   
3         
     
Develop the basic 
programming of java 
applets                   
3         
     
Execute and test the java 
applet                   
3         202 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Participants:   P1  P2  P1  P2  P3  P2  P3  P1  P3 
Module  Phase  LA/SA/AG  Properties  Rules  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 
     
Design the user 
interface for java applets                    3         
     
Develop the basic 
programming for java 
application                   
3         
     
Execute and text the 
java application                   
3         
   Comparative study                       2         
            Rule: condition                    19   
     
Compare the major 
different features of 
applets and appl                   
3         
      Comparing test of applet                          12   
Database connectivity                                1   
  
JDBC architecture 
JDBC Connection                             2  9 
      intro to JDBC connection                          3   
     
establishing database 
connection and working 
with connection                   
      3   
     
creating and executing 
SQL statement                          3   
     
working with query 
result set                          3   
     
QTI: assignment to show 
use of JDBC                          3   
 